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About This Content

Experience the power of the Norfolk Southern SD40-2 with custom cab!

Features of the EMD SD40-2 - Norfolk Southern include:

Brand new Custom Cab and in-cab Signals!

Fan Animation

Ditch Lights

Night Lighting
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Truck Sounds

Auto Running Numbers

NOTE: To use this locomotive once installed you can find the locomotive under the Trainz Tab when searching for "EMD" in
surveyor.
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Wow. My expectations weren't too high for this DLC, but it was worth it. Feels just like the first one. Some may even argue that
it's better. Excellent Job, Red Barrels! You've done it again.. If you like Breakout with RPG/Adventure-like twist to it, I would
recommend it 100%. I got it during a sale.. UPDATED REVIEW.

With joysticks now supported I can give this a thumbs up.
Its a fun little flight game. Not really a simulator. Plane Physics are no the best bur doing the missions are fun. The ground
textures could use some work though. Id rather have a basic flat texture than pixelated satillite views.

ORIGINAL REVIEW
Why no joystick Support?!?! I really wanted to like this simplistic Flight Simulator. I play super sims like DCS FSX and ROF
this game would have been awesome to play on my laptop but i cant use my joystick! I know its a mobile port but come on! I
wish i liked playing sims on mobile but i really dont.. its no fun without a joystick.. PLEASE fix this! This would be a great
little sim.. We mounted this on a shared Vive that is used for educational purposes here at the University of Minnesota. This
means there may be more than one review that comes from this location as students and faculty experience this game.

This review is from Rebecca, who is a staff person and who has a fair amount of console gaming experience (Playstation
mostly).

This is unlike any VR or console gaming experience I've played. The integration of different artistic styles and references is an
aspect I really enjoyed. The journey through the levels is pretty straightforward if you are familiar with most gaming cues, but
there is no narration or specific path to follow, which means you can replay it a number of times if you wish.

I look forward to seeing what other journeys in VR this developer is able to create. I think the sense of whimsy combined with
art history has a real appeal.. Game itself was quite nice but man it is so much P2W. I had a lot of hours on different platform so
this is way more than 1.7 hour review.. An interesting premise for a police management game, but it quickly becomes a
plodding, card-slotting slog by the mid-game, occasionally hampered by the RNG system deciding a third of your staff will not
show up on a particular day or will turn in drunk. The narrative framing story ends on a bleak note, with your agency on the
final conclusion being somewhat minimal.. Could probably let my kid nephew drone out on it for hours. I do kind of regret
paying 10 dollars for it... The price and screenshots made me interpret something else entirely. I mean, its a fairly good game, it
looks good, plays good. The price could have been lower though. It'd be a really good game to drone out on while riding on a bus
or something. Or while you're waiting for a baby to be delivered. Buy it when its on sale, though.. While I wouldn't personally
recommend this, it's got some things going for it. It does a good job of blending in the RPG elements with the sandbox
gameplay while still giving you absolute freedom. Took me a few tries to figure out what the hell was going on but once you
start slapping on weapons, upgrades, jet packs, and grappling hooks you can enjoy yourself.

Maybe it's more to your taste than it is to mine. It's got Trading Cards so may be worth checking out if you're curious and it's on
sale.. I think this is the best city scenery I've seen for Aerofly FS2. A great deal of effort has gone into the detail, and unlike
many sceneries I'm not seeing autogen buildings placed on top of each other or tress in places they shouldn't be.
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I like it :3. Where the f**k is the next part? I have a bunch of papers to throw!. *Part of 3DMark. Drizzlepath: Genie is a fun
and relaxing "walking simulator" with a rich storyline and really amazing voiceover. Don't walk the Drizzlepath looking for
challenging opponents or difficult puzzles. You won't find any of that here; in fact, there's only a couple of actual interactions
with the environment in the whole game!

What you will find are incredible vistas, intriguing landscapes, and bunches of weird little "easter eggs" hidden here and there,
all accompanied by lovely and literate poetry revealing the inner thoughts and memories of the game's main character, Lula, a
village girl tasked with finding a mysterious "genie." There are two pathways to explore, each with its own ending, but venturing
off of the path will yield some surprising and even seemingly incongruous finds: hidden objects, and even people! It's a virtual
sightseeing tour, through the eyes of a young poet.

If you're in a hurry to get somewhere or to find answers, you may find the lengthy journey (five hours or so, if you walk the
path at top speed and don't stop to smell the roses) a bit tedious. If, on the other hand, you like to see beautifully-rendered
scenery and explore unusual and imaginative terrain at a relaxed pace--without anything jumping out to kill you--then
Drizzlepath: Genie might just suit you.. Project Rhombus is a great game that syncs music to the beat. I never got bored of it out
of my 5 hours of playing it and it is because the game is super addictive. ANd the more you play the more enjoyable it gets
because you can play with the whole song and not lose. I have gotten 60.01 seconds on Hard mode and unlocked expert mode. I
cried when I played expert mode because it is so fantastic. It stunned me. I also was able to react faster than I thought possible.
The game also has enough settings to change to your need from having a solid background to changing the SFX and Music
seperatly. This game is the most fun you can have with headphones or even without, and it is worth your time.

I loved this game and will continue to love it. And I think you will to.. yep. thumbs up. best part of this flight sim experience are
the explosions. well done developers. you got the most important part of a combat flight sim right. if only all the other, blowing
up airplanes, airplane sims did this.. Just jump... Not exactly my cup of tea, bat its not bad! Nice little game :). Probably not
worth the install though. I played it once got the only achievement and uninstalled it.
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